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Global	Annual	Average	Nighttime,	2004

derived maximum and minimum allowed global annual mean atomic
oxygen concentration profiles. Figure 4 shows in both linear and loga-
rithmic scales that these minimum andmaximum allowed global annual
mean atomic oxygen profiles and the new night SABER atomic oxygen
profiles. As shown in the figure, the new night O profiles are comfortably
between the radiatively and energetically allowed minimum and maxi-
mum global atomic oxygen values. The baseline SABER atomic oxygen
reported in M1 is nearly equal to or just slightly larger than the maxi-
mum energetically allowed values. Figures S4 and S5 in the supporting
information show the new night global annual mean atomic oxygen in
comparison with the radiatively allowed maximum and minimum
atomic oxygen values for the years 2004 to 2012.

4. Implications for SABER Atomic Hydrogen and
Night Ozone

The consequences of the new, lower SABER night atomic oxygen con-
centrations also have implications for the SABER atomic hydrogen pre-
sented in Mlynczak et al. (2014). Specifically, night atomic hydrogen is
derived from the relationship

k H O3 ¼ kr O O2 M (1)

where k is the rate coefficient for the reaction of H and O3, kr is the rate
coefficient for recombination of O and O2, and M is the total number
density. SABER night O is used to compute the right-hand side of this
equation, and, using SABER O3 on the left- hand side, H is determined.
The new SABER night H is now smaller than in Mlynczak et al. (2014)
due to the smaller night O. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the global
annual mean baseline SABER H and the SABER H derived with the
new, smaller night O. This behavior exists for all other years and is shown
in Figure S6. However, as the cause of the larger daytime SABER ozone is
not known, it is also possible that the SABER night O3 is also too large.
Smith et al. (2013) were not able to determine if SABER night O3 might
be larger than other measurements due to the fewer number of instru-
ments to compare to at night. A smaller SABER night O3 could recover
some of the changes to the night atomic hydrogen.

5. Summary

The SABER instrument provides measurements of ozone and highly
vibrationally excited hydroxyl (OH(υ)) from which day and night atomic
oxygen and atomic hydrogen have been derived. Recent advances in
the understanding of the quenching of OH(υ) by O, coupled with assess-
ments of existing SABER O and daytime O3 data, have motivated a reex-
amination of the SABER O, H, and O3. It is essential to consider the
behavior of these three species together, rather than separately,
because of the photochemical relationships between them and because
of the constraints placed on their magnitude by the global annual mean
energy budget in the MLT.

The main results of this paper are as follows: (1) New, smaller profiles of
night atomic oxygen in the 80 to 100 km region have been derived from
SABER measurements; (2) these new night O values imply SABER day-
time atomic oxygen, and hence, daytime ozone (from 9.6 μm) is too
large; (3) the new night O coupled with an ad-hoc 25% adjustment to

Figure 4. New SABER night global annual mean atomic oxygen (black curve)
with the radiatively allowedminimum (blue curve) andmaximum (red curve)
atomic oxygen concentrations, shown in linear and logarithmic scales.

Figure 5. Global annual mean atomic hydrogen (H) densities as a function of
pressure for the year 2004. Baseline H derived from SABER (Mlynczak et al.,
2014), black curve, and H derived using the new atomic oxygen and OH(υ)
model, blue curve.
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Global	Annual	Average	Nighttime,	2002-2018
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Global	Annual	Average	Nighttime	Percent	Difference	from	2002
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